DEVILS DILEMMA
Marlon P.O.W. (Power Of Words)

Here is a story about a meeting that was held,
By the devil and his demons on recruiting down in hell;
He saw the numbers were declining so he had to make it known,
that we are going to do things differently... And this is how it go!(singing)
KNOCK KNOCK (with gavel)
Order Order!!! I said Order!!
You know, y'all disappoint me and hence I call this meeting and It’s sort of
Like a warning because I don't like what I’m seeing.
You all have specific jobs, if you can't hang then get to fleeing.
Because I mean what I say, and I say what I mean.
There's no would've, could have, should have,
What do you think, I'm human being?
Son! I am the S to the A to the T to the A..
To the N-ever under estimate my impact on your day!
See, God and I, He does not see things the way I see it.
One time we had a toss for who's boss,.. and, I lost, so be it!
But ...that's the last time.
You must consider the fact that human beings’ past time
Would give us plenty of practice;
And we are behind enemy lines and it's tough.
But we must embrace the post of the people, like a blood pressure cuff.
Systolic over diastolic, strong over weak,
Or whatever you would want to call it, just play for keeps.
Because, we can't stop individuals from praying
Or, seeking a higher meeting of life, but consider what I'm saying;
Oh this is beautiful, I can taste it. My declaration of war
is like putting a root canal in the mouth of the glass jaw.
Demons and evil spirits? What do they call you that for?
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Because when they're lacking on that faith, you got to lay down the law!
And I'm expecting you to make knees buckle,
Because when you battle God! That's like fighting one fist, with 20 knuckles.
So you have to start up with the family,
You put the monkey wrench in that they can't live happily.
Here's how you do it, keep the dads away from home;
Like give them overtime, and other means to roam. Just give a dog a bone.
And when he’s out making that cheddar, which is supposed to make things better,
He is in a better predicament to take a loan.
Because his kids are alone, and his wife is alone;
He borrows time which he don't own, Which then makes life a loan.
And make sure the mental stimulation
is not the words of mom and dad, But the TV’s, DVD, and PlayStation.
And make sure they always see one of four things:
Pretty woman, pretty jewels, pretty cars and pretty rings - their heads will spin.
And then they’re convinced now that what they have it's really nothing.
The panel is open for discussion!! Come on y'all let's hear a little something!
Ummmmm Ebenezer!
(Voicechange) I've been thinking about the cd's and the TV’s
and it seems to me it's just too difficult for little kids to see these.
In front of father put skinny women who need wheaties...
and he'll lose attraction to his sweetie, believe me, they’re greedy.
And if they’re greedy with God’s money, they’ll be needy on the blessings,
then we’ll pound the stress in;,Ten hour days the mothers stressing.
And give her headaches, and monthlies, and mood swings.
So they could never do things, always bored never ever new things.
Give the world a crooked picture of wood joining two brings.
Excuse me? Hitler? Why don't you add a few things?
"Well you know me quite well; I wipe a race out in a minute.
But compared to some of these countries, even I have limits.
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You can sit and act saditi if you want to.
But we gave them plenty warning! And they haven’t begin to feel the drama.
And it's all in this Bible of theirs and all they have to do is read it.
But they rather risk survival in tears!!!!!".
"Order order order!!"
(Devil)
You expect too much out these characters they'll wear a Miami heat jersey
Not because the team is important.
It might just be they match with their Air Jordans.
That's just like wearing a cross, whether it's gold or tattooed
But never acknowledging God is your boss.
But see, I'm the boss and you've missed the whole point of this meeting.
I'm the serpent who got them started on this lying and this cheating;
So if they find themselves separate from God,
It’s not from God’ repudiation of man,
it's from man’s repudiation of God, and I don't even like God,
And even I know that!
All the scriptures in the Bible, I know that too.
I was there dude; so, I know the truth.
That's how I get them hemmed up in these chapters;
They can read a whole testament But I will have the more confused the morning after.
Because faith in and of itself without actions it's dead.
Oh, that's found in James,One of the more powerful scriptures that I've read.
And when they’re in church it feels sensational,
But bear in mind that heaven is nondenominational.
Therefore, when Scripture starts with therefore?
Yadayadayadayada! You have to know what's there for, or not bother!
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Order! order! order!
I am way ahead of you on the P.O.W character.
The same week that he would finish this poem,
He'll face the lost of his good friend “L” to a knife
And three hurricanes will almost flood up his home.
See it's all about pushing the right buttons, getting him angry over nothing,
Losing faith, asking God please show me something.
Beacause we are empowered by them, but they’re empowered by God.
And the moment they realize this we will be out of a job.
So we have to hit tthem with an upper cut, rope a dope him in his life.
Jab him up into some flesh and if tries to fight.
You grab his friends and then his family the more the merrier to burn;
And I hope you all were listening, because this meeting is now adjourned!!
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